
Why PathFactory?
 
PathFactory removes friction from B2B marketing and sales by fueling intelligent content 
across the customer journey. Platforms like Net�ix and Amazon have set an expectation for 
seamless on-demand experiences, and people are increasingly bringing these expectations into 
B2B. Customers are demanding hyper-personalized, consume-at-your-own-pace experiences on 
every channel. PathFactory delivers this calibre of experience by surfacing content in bingeable 
journeys.

Bene�ts of using PathFactory 
 
By removing friction for customers, PathFactory helps marketers achieve an increase in content 
engagement and deliver a better customer experience—leading to increased conversion rates at all stages 
of the customer journey. PathFactory improves content delivery while saving marketers time by deploying 
content using AI.

PathFactory’s proprietary content consumption data tells marketers exactly which content and channels 
are producing the deepest engagement. They can also access insights about which prospects are ready to 
buy, as well as which customers are likely to be retained or ready to be upsold. 

How PathFactory works
 
PathFactory organizes content into frictionless journeys across the entire customer lifecycle, either 
manually or through machine learning. By prescribing customers a series of content instead of delivering 
one asset at a time, they can binge—much like they would with their favorite Net�ix series. This allows 
them to become more educated on your o�erings and self-nurture in real-time. 

In addition to increasing content consumption, Path Analytics, PathFactory’s proprietary analytics suite, 
provides insights based on how long individuals spend on content—down to the second. These insights 
can, in turn, be used to optimize content creation and delivery, and deepen engagement even further. 
PathFactory for Sales integrates with your CRM to give sales and customer experience teams visibility into 
what content individuals and accounts are consuming, so they can seamlessly continue the conversation, 
with relevance and context.
 
Why is PathFactory essential for your tech stack?
 
While many vendors focus on generating initial clicks to single content assets, no other 
SaaS platform is dedicated to orchestrating a truly 1:1 content journey, omnichannel and 
across all 1st party and 3rd party content assets. PathFactory’s insights help drive funnel 
and pipeline performance and create e�ciencies in marketing organizations.


